AFFORDABLE STYLE CATALOG

225776 London Dark Grey 82" Sofa
260227 Hera Accent Chair

Style You Can Afford
Too often, we are led to believe that high style comes with a high price tag. Well, we’re here to prove just how wrong that assumption is. At
Living Spaces, we pride ourselves on offering chic, sophisticated, on-trend pieces that you can afford no matter what your budget. Filled with
rooms and furnishings that cost way less than you’d expect, our catalog will inspire any bargain hunter with an eye for design.
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Luxe for Less
Rich with quality materials, luxurious finishes and irresistible textures,
this room is exhibit A in our case for getting beautiful pieces at bargain
prices. From the mid-century modern velvet sofa, to the glass tables
and brass accessories, no design sacrifices style for budget.
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251014 Fairfax Steel Grey Velvet 90" Sofa
239239 94'x130' Rug Chevron Drips Jewel Tones

LOVE LOVE LOVE!!!

"All of my friends want my
couch. It’s comfy, PERFECT
size, PERFECT color. I have a
black haired dog that sheds
and you can’t see his hair when
he sheds. It’s such a pretty color
and I’m so in love! Definitely
recommend this couch."
by Daniella
250754 Aquarius II Light Grey 2 Piece 120" Sectional
251844 96'x120' Rug Woven Knit Wool Taupe/Mocha

Pierce Charcoal
Chairside Table
You always want a handy companion by your side,
and our Pierce Charcoal chairside table is the
perfect partner at a phenomenal value. Thanks to
its small scale design and clean lines, it doesn’t take
up too much space next to your seat. There’s just
enough room for your drink and TV remote – the
absolute essentials.
268861 Pierce Charcoal Chairside Table
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209260 Trae Accent Table
239942 Floor Lamp Oak Tripod

Aquarius II Light Grey 2 Piece 120" Sectional
Forever cool mid-century style hits a high note on our Aquarius 2-piece
sectional, which offers the sought-after look at an extraordinary value.
From lean and lofty tapered legs, to a squared-off silhouette, to inner
arm cushions that add extra sophistication, this design is poised to
become the best spot in your home.

268944 Harbor Grey 5 Piece Dining Set
247916 123'x94' Rug-Slate & Copper Pebbles

Savings to Savor
Gathering around the table is all about enjoying meals and making memories, and with a set that fits the budget, there will be plenty to celebrate.
Thanks to casual stools, this setting is an especially inviting destination for tucking into sunny breakfasts, light lunches and cozy family dinners.
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Champagne Taste…
You can still take pleasure in life’s finer
things and find deals, like this chic 5-piece
counter set. Not only does it raise the bar
for bargains, it delivers high scale and high
style with designs that sit at the perfect
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243507 Jarrod Grey 5 Piece Counter Set
251324 Jaxon Grey 68" Bookcase

252379 Dakota 56" Buffet
103599 Table-Lamp Concrete Drum
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Sleep On It
When you’re furnishing your bedroom
for less, you don’t have to think of it as
skimping on anything. Even the most stylish
designs can be found at the best deals, and
we’re confident we have plenty of pieces
that allow you to save big and cozy up.

256829 Clarie Queen Metal Panel Bed
256080 Deny Grey Accent Chair

Claire Queen Metal Panel Bed
It’s time to embrace and elevate the metal bed trend with our strong,
dark and handsome Claire bed. Airy yet sturdy, the frame combines
subtle curves with clean lines for style that can go modern or classic. Iron
is decked in a smooth black powder-coated finish for rich 248783
sophistication,
Chelsea Vanity
248781 Chelseatouch.
Vanity Stool
while rods that end in decorative finials add a distinctive finishing

248778 Chelsea 27" Nightstand
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Love this Bed
"I read all the reviews before
purchasing this bed site unseen.
It was also my first purchase from
Living Spaces. I ordered the bed
online and was able to schedule
delivery at the same time.
The quality of the bed was great
and the bed itself was very
heavy. I loved it so much I ended
up ordering the nightstands
and dresser. I would definitely
recommend this bed."
by Carolyn

216635 Candice II Queen Sleigh Bed
216613 Candice II Drawer 29" Nightstand With USB and Power Outlets

Farland Nightstand
You’re invited to create the retreat
of your dreams for less with our
Farland nightstand. Thanks to
solid hardwood and walnut veneer

Candice II Queen Sleigh Bed
Inviting and elegant, our Candice II queen sleigh bed will be the heart
of your comfy, calming, classic space. Crafted to253230
add Hasting
long-lasting
4 Door Mirrored Console

construction, it’s as sturdy as it is

beauty, functionality and quality to your retreat, the design is decked

charming, and it boasts a charcoal

in grey for a fresh yet traditional look. It boasts durable hardwood and

grey finish that enriches the design.

oak veneer construction, as well as nailhead-trimmed fabric panels that

248783 Chelsea Vanity
254993 Farland 28" Nightstand
248781 Chelsea Vanity Stool

soften and spruce up the headboard and footboard.
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SEE MORE OPTIONS ONLINE
Visit livingspaces.com to
check out our entire selection.
Stay connected @livingspaces
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106631 Flynn 1-Drawer 25" Nightstand

